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chart topper   
For wall-worthy organization…
you can’t do better than cork! 
This imaginative “to do” chart 
features a 24” x 36” cork panel. 
We used stencils, acrylic paint, and 
chipboard letters (available in the 
Scrapbooking Department) to create 
the cheery, columned design. Then, 
we popped it into a simple frame!

modern memo   
This modern memo board goes to show that there’s nothing you can’t cover with cork! The base is 
metal wall art, available in the Home Accents Department. We used cork sheets, cut to size and colored 
with acrylic paint, to piece together the contemporary design. Love the pins? They’re thumbtacks, 
decorated with self-adhesive scrapbooking embellishments.
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we love cork!
{CREAT IVE INSP IRAT IONS        FROM HOBBY LOBBY®}free

top drawer  It’s cork in the 
kitchen! Neaten up a drab old 
drawer with some handy 
rolled cork! Simply 
measure, cut and press 
into place, securing with 
double-sided adhesive. 
Now you’ve got a cushy, 
place to tuck away the 
tools of the trade. And it’s 
water absorbent too!

coast is clear Stack up our ready-
cut coaster rounds (we used two rounds per 
coaster) for this posh but practical project. 
Adhere the rounds with double-sided adhesive. 
Then, use stencils and coordinating colors of 
acrylic paint to create the distinctive design.  

open door It’s time to show  
everybody the door…of your cute, 
cork-covered cabinet! This piece features our 
versatile rolled cork, held in place with double-
sided adhesive. We added dressy detail with an 
elegant stencil, acrylic paint, and a craft sponge. 
It’s custom cabinetry  
with the  
practicality  
of cork!

 

 Get Cute With Cork!

    Rolls and tiles and  

  panels…oh my! We’ve got 

   cork to cover a houseful of 

  crafty, organizational décor.  



cork corner  No space 
is a waste when it’s decked 
from the walls to the furniture 
with fun, functional, fabulous 
cork! We’ve got everything you 
need to push your pin into the 
project at hand—that means 
cork rolls, cork tiles, cork 
panels and more!

light work  These cylinder-shaped lampshades got a quirky lift from a covering of versatile rolled cork. We measured the cork to fit the shades. Then, we pressed it into place using ordinary hot glue. Talk about a “notable” project! So fun!

make the bed  Boring headboard? Try 

cork instead! We covered a hand-me-down 

wooden headboard with rolled cork. Hot 

glue and double-sided adhesive held it firmly 

in place. Love the coordinating pushpins? 

They’re hand-covered fabric buttons that we 

glued to ordinary thumbtacks.

Craft quirky  

décor with an  

organizational edge. 

It’s easy with cork…

just look at these  

project ideas!
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call it a day It’s a live-in, play-in, sleep-in 

space that calls for organization that’s totally 

functional…but utterly cute! Try day-of-the-week 

corkboards that double as quirky décor. They’re 

made with cork tiles, pretty gathered fabric 

glued along the edge, and bold chipboard letters 

(available in the Scrapbooking Department). 
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